Highlights from the Melaka Delegation Visit to Copenhagen
Danish Management Group had the pleasure to welcome
the State Government of Melaka, Malaysia in
Copenhagen on the 15-16 September 2014. The 35
persons delegation was headed by the Governor of
Melaka and the Melaka Chief Minister and included
officials from the State Administration and the State
Assembly as well as a group of business people.
The visit to Copenhagen was part of a greater tour to
Scandinavia with visits to Oslo, Stockholm, Gothenburg
and Helsinki.
Monday the 15th in the morning the delegation arrived in
Copenhagen Airport, and was taken for lunch in Nyhavn
followed by a canal tour in the Copenhagen Harbour.
The first day was intended to be a relaxed programme in
order to overcome the jet lag. However DMG hosted a
dinner in our Kahler Restaurant in Tivoli. It was a quite
spectacular entrance the delegation made to Tivoli with
both red carpet and the Tivoli Guard. Although the
parade was intended for our Majesty the Queen, who
was to arrive half an hour later, we managed to get the
approval for using all the glamour for our distinguished Figure 1 Red carpet entree to Tivoli and
delegation.
the DMG hosted dinner
In the Kahler Restaurant Jørn
Lykou
welcomed
the
delegation and gave a short
presentation of the Danish
Management Group and the
Kahler history. The dinner
guests
also
included
representatives from the
Confederation of Danish
Industries. All seemed to
enjoy the 3-course seafood
menu, which was added a bit
Figure 2 Jørn welcomes the delegation and presents the Kahler history
of
ikan
bilis
(chilli
anchovies) brought by the
delegation and a cheese platter for the Governor, as he requested the famous Danish cheese to
be served.
The following morning the delegation
started out in House of Green, which is a
showroom for Danish know how within
green technologies and part of the
Confederation of Danish Industries.
Here, the Copenhagen Mayor of
Environment Mr. Morten Kabell gave a
45 minutes presentation on the green
initiatives in the City and the Green
Figure 3 Mayor of Environment Morten Kabell presented the
green Copenhagen with great enthusiasm

Capital Award, which went to Copenhagen this
year. Morten Kabell showed great enthusiasm
for the green plans in Copenhagen and portrayed
himself as a politician who walks the talk (or
rather ride the bike, as the bicycling culture took
up a large part of the presentation). The
delegation was quite moved by the mayor and
asked lots of questions.
Morten Kabell will be going to Malaysia and
Singapore in January 2015, and promised to visit
Melaka on that occasion.
After the House of Green the delegation was
divided in two groups; a large group headed by
Figure 4 The Governor and Chief Minister
enjoyed the Mayors presentation and had lots of
questions

the Governor, which went on a sightseeing tour
to Kronborg, and a smaller group of 10 people
headed by the Chief Minister and including key

persons for our energy
efficiency
project
in
Melaka.
The
Chief
Minister’s
group
was
brought to a meeting in the
Investment
Fund
for
Developing
Countries
(IFU).
IFU
is
our
investment partner in the
Melaka project, so it was
important to introduce them
to
Melaka
State
Government. IFU hosted a
delicious lunch and gave a Figure 5 A toast for the future in IFU
short presentation. We had
some talks about the energy efficiency in buildings project in Melaka, which has completed
the first stage and now is to enter the investment stage. Both parties expressed a keen interest
to work together on this and the Chief Minister sealed the future cooperation with a toast.
From IFU the delegation headed for the harbour boat and further to the DMG office on
Holmen.

Figure 6 Strolling through the streets of Copenhagen and boat ride to
DMG office

We were blessed with fantastic weather and
sunshine, so the short walk to the harbour
front and the boat ride was a pleasant
experience for the Malaysians and an
opportunity to try out the public transport in
Copenhagen harbour.
But before starting the meeting with DMG the
Chief Minister and the delegation insisted on a
short break to try the apples in front of the
office, and take pictures of the (for them)
exotic apple trees.
After the apple tasting we could start the
meeting. Jørn presented our work on ESCOs
in Denmark and Peter Juhl Thorseng our
experiences with integrated energy design of new buildings and town ships.
Figure 7 Chief Minister enjoys an apple in front of

The delegation was very interested and DMG’s office
revealed that a new Melaka City Hall is being
planned, where they were keen to apply
integrated energy design in order to built a
green building. This is something we will
explore further with the Melaka town council
and the State Government.
The day ended with a celebration of Malaysia
Day (which was on that very day). Here the
delegation invited Malaysians in Denmark to a
dinner party in an Indian restaurant in
8 Jørn and Peter gave good presentations,
Copenhagen. About 70 people attended in Figure
which caught interest
total and the national day was celebrated with
cake and songs and good spirit.
This concluded the short visit in Copenhagen and the delegation
headed for the other Scandinavian countries the following
morning.

The two days in Copenhagen was a great success and all the
planned visits and meetings went very well. The delegation
expressed their satisfaction and happiness with the work
DMG had put into making the visit both useful and pleasant.
It also gave us a chance to get a bit closer to the high level
officials in the Melaka State as there was good opportunity
to have informal discussions between the meetings.
Figure 9 Chief Minister and
Henrik having a small discussion

